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Omega Communications Portal Transmissions
Lani speaking opening the
Omega Communications
Portal to you and to
everything
that
you
embody in your life here
on planet Earth and your
life in other dimensions. It
is all you and aspects of
the pure, essential Being
of Light that you are.
Begin as always by taking in a lovely breath and as
you let it out, feel that you are immediately present
in the gathering in the Station of Light. It is here that
the other dimensional Beings will come forward,
enveloping you in the energetic field and in this
process, your energy field itself is infused with a
clearer energetic field.
This is how we begin today.

“Greetings to you all. I am known as Orem and I
come forward again embracing you in the energetic
field which we have available to you here. Draw it
in around you. Feel it around you. Allow yourself to
do this. It is part of your inherent ability to recognise
the shift in energy which occurs when you introduce
yourself into an expanded dimensional field of
existence, which you are in as you have presented
yourself here, in this session.
You will realise that this is all about uplifting you,
clearing you so that you are able to happily, joyfully,
with full conscious awareness, fulfill your purpose.
As part of that purpose you knew you could present
yourself into areas such as this, as a great
reminder. You are also presenting yourself into the
Council of Light who are part of this essential
energy Station and you are also present with the
other Galactic Beings fulfilling their purpose,
reaching out to you to assist you as you function
and you activate all of the potential that is your pure
essential purpose and beingness here on Earth,
within the physical body.
You may hear a distant echo or resonating effect as
these words are spoken to you, because they are
being received by other aspects of you existing in
different timelines or timeframes or distant
locations anywhere in the created galactic fields of
existence. Therefore, everything that you receive in
these presentations where you immerse yourself
within the field and allow yourself to receive, you
are allowing the other aspects of you to also
participate in the clarification, in the shift in energy
field.
You may perceive that energy fields shift and
expand.

They are not static, they are not stationery and they
move in accordance with the expansion of
consciousness. In effect, they are fields of
consciousness, often referred to as dimensions, as
different planes of existence. The terminology that
you use will help you to recognize that there are
different terms used to allow you to understand the
different fields of consciousness where you
participate in functions and existence. Realizing
now that where you are positioned on the planet
named Earth – some people name it Gaia, some
people name it some other terrestrial form of
identification – all of the different terms of course
help you to expand your framework of reference
and this allows the expansion of the field of
consciousness, so it is not defined with a particular
label which has been identified.
Continually you must expand your consciousness
field and as that happens, you understand that you
realise more of the quantumness of existence. It is
this quantum field of energy that we draw your
attention to in this session. This quantum field you
could liken to a network of energy patterns which
come together in various energetic connections, or
nodes. There is similarity with your own energetic
field relating to your physical form and framework.
All of this dimensional network is receiving a
constant flow through the solar portal, through a
greater state of consciousness coming through the
solar portal and this is perhaps sufficient for you to
acknowledge and realise that the flow is
continuously upgrading and expanding the
dimensional network that you are part of.
Obviously, you, as an energetic Being, is also
receiving this upgrade.
For some of you who are physically or mentally
creating new manifestations within an upgraded
sense of civilization, you receive the information
patterns needed for you to bring into the creations.
If you are a person who is stationed within your own
home primarily and you may feel you having
nothing great to offer to the new creation – well, we
are validating you as a particular receiver of the
informational patterns that are needed to assist this
entire process.

You are needed to be clearly attuned to the flows of
energy, the quantum light coming through the solar
portal.
At times you redefine how you think this quantum
light is. Therefore, you are changing the pattern.
The original pattern referred to as the quantum light
field is again enveloping you and you may
immediately feel that shift which takes place. It is,
as it were, a higher functioning resonating effect
which will draw you as if you are drawn
magnetically to that quantum pattern. This is
refreshing you. This is renewing you and helping
you to adapt to the patterns of light that you are
receiving in that energetic grid.
In this way, when you focus on all of this, your
attention is not being drawn into lower patterns that
still need a great inflow of light to evolve. By
immersing yourself into the quantum light field, that
flows out through you without you giving a
conscious thought to it. It happens in a natural way
through your energetic systems, but you must
ensure that you are correctly receiving that higher
frequency pattern – the quantum light that you are
connected into within this session.
Feel this. You are immersed in this energy field
which perhaps you are sensing it as a pod-like
sphere of energy around you. Perhaps you are
visualizing you are in a star field. Whatever way
naturally comes into your sensing is the appropriate
vehicle for you to understand this is the way you are
receiving it. There is also the way that this
transports you through the different dimensional
fields of existence.

The Council of Light is overseeing this process.
They made sure that you were sufficiently
resonating with that incoming flow so that you bring
this higher organization of light within you. They
also understand what is needed. They also
understand the shifts that are occurring within the
planetoid structure and the energy fields within it
and this is partly why the emphasis is on the
upgrading of your energy field with the higher
pattern so that the disturbances and shifts and
changes around you will no longer disturb you, as
you understand what is happening and you
understand you have the availability of the quantum
light field to help you rise above the changes and to
help bring in the higher pattern of light.
Thus it is. This is my presentation to you in this
moment, to assist you.

Orem out “

You do not need to investigate every corner of
darkness. All you need to do is to bring the light in
around you whenever any thought arises of
something which is not within this higher starfield
quantum light. There is much of that lower density
still existing on the planet at this time, until the full
shift occurs into the dimension referred to as light
and that civilisation manifesting.
Now we bring you back to anchor all of this in you
and round you in your physical location. This is
important. This is where you are placed in the
present moment, even if that changes in the next
few moments, wherever you are that is the space
where you always continue to have access to the
quantum light field. It is you, within you and around
you.

Ulea out .”

. . . and this is what is happening within you and
around you.

“As a Galactic Being involved in ensuring you
absorb all of this, Ulea speaking to you, I also
engage this prime energy that you have been
allowing yourself to receive in this session. You are
needed to absorb it all and I am able to assist you
in this process. Remember the connections are
always there because you brought those into the
life pattern that you are existing as now, so what is
important for you will come up to you in your inner
receiving patterns. Take time to still the mind and
allow the intuition, the impulses, to come up in you.

This field of light is around you, as you bring your
awareness back to being in the receiving area of
the Station of Light.

I envelop you at this time as what you understand
is the starfield matrix – this energetic grid which
Commander Orem has referred to.

We allow you these few moments of silence to
experience . . . . . . . . .

You are surrounded in this and the energy is
activating your own starfield matrix, all throughout
you, through all the patterns, through all the
pathways. Remember this.

Thank you – all of the Beings in
this session. Lani speaking
again and I am ending this
session at this time. Just as
we started the session with a
breath in, take a breath in
filling your body and all
aspects of you and breathe
out naturally and make sure you are fully present
right now. With that one word of being here – NOW.
This ends this session through the Omega
Communications Portal. Thank you

Lani
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